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LEARNING VERSUS RESULT

One of the first presentations at IEPPEC
USA case of household isolation measures
Engineers made a mistake!
Result did not match expectations
That lead to verification

In Europe we do not have a culture of verification. Yes we evaluate/monitor
But rarely verify.
Consensus & learning are at the forefront
WHAT IS THE IMPLICIT MEANING

Europe versus the US

Does verification hinder learning?

Does verification lead to exactly the results you were asking for, and therefore exactly to what you wanted?

Does verification hinder learning?

In the end it is all about reaching the energy transition goals…… in time

"Then, gentlemen, it is the consensus of this meeting that we say nothing, do nothing, and hope it all blows over before our next meeting."

Does a learning/consensus culture delay results?

Does a learning/consensus culture Lead eventually to better results?

AS YOU BOTH KNOW, HERE AT FRUMP,CUTTLE AND HOWSEN, FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION, SO THAT ONLY LEAVES BLAME.